Multi-agent systems and autonomic data centers I envision data centers of the future as a complex ecosystem of interacting semi-autonomous entities -an autonomic, multi-agent system Autonomic computing definition -"Computing systems that manage themselves in accordance with high-level objectives from humans." Kephart and Chess, A Vision of Autonomic Computing, IEEE Computer, Jan. 2003 Software agent definition -"An encapsulated computer system, situated in some environment, and capable of flexible, autonomous action in that environment in order to meet its design objectives." Jennings, Sycara and Wooldridge, A Road Map of Agent Research and Development, JAAMAS 1998 -Multi-agent systems: collections of agents that interact with one another to achieve individual and/or system goals Agents will -represent, or be embedded in, different products from different vendors -reside at many levels of the management stack -manipulate control knobs at all levels of the stack (from hardware/firmware up through middleware and facilities) -collectively manage the data center to specified objectives and constraints (some relating to power) -interact in intended and unintended ways with one another, and with other types of automated management processes directed towards maintaining high levels of performance, availability, reliability, security, etc.
This vision is a natural extrapolation of present-day facts and trends -Industry and academia are developing a multitude of control knobs and automated techniques to save energy -These will be incorporated into a multitude of management products from different vendors -They will operate simultaneously within and across multiple levels of the stack -Somehow, these products will need to work together effectively, requiring some cooperative interactions Data centers are a "killer app" for multi-agent systems -Conversely, MAS architectural and algorithmic concepts are essential to energy-efficient, autonomic data centers 
